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What Are Donors Telling Us?

• They have thought about their
philanthropy
• Impact matters more than prior affiliation
• Our timelines are not necessarily theirs
• Belief and confidence matter
• They’re willing to learn if we’re willing to
listen: are we open to partnership?

U.S. Trust Survey - HNW Philanthropy

Percentage of high net worth donors who
have a specific strategy in place to guide
their charitable giving:
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Percentage of high net worth donors who
have a specific strategy in place to guide
their charitable giving:

73%

Philanthropists Want Impact

We are moving away from a generation of
joiners to a generation that wants
measurable impact.
Campaign goal: a number, or impact?
Is recognition as great a motivator for
the new generation of donors?

Source: Chronicle of Philanthropy

Our Timelines Are Not Necessarily
Theirs
Fiscal year
Campaign timelines
Largest gifts and ultimate gifts

Majority Of Largest Gifts Made
Relatively Late In Life
Majority of largest gifts made after age 70
First Baby Boomers reach age of 70
in 2016
They have many years of productive life
ahead

Mick Jagger turns 74 in 2016

ANATOMY OF A GIFT

• WHO Makes It?
• WHY Do They Make It?
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ANATOMY OF A GIFT

• WHO Makes It?
• WHY Do They Make It?
• WHAT Will Be Given?
• WHEN Is It Given?
• HOW Is the Gift Structured?

Listen To Donors Who Tell You
What They Have To Give
People give what they have
Most wealthy individuals do not keep
large sums in the form of cash
The larger a gift the more likely it is
to be in a form other than cash

Source: Chronicle of Philanthropy

$70 Million

$1.2 Million

U.S. Trust Survey - HNW Philanthropy

Disconnect between advisors and high-networth givers:
#1 reason for hesitation to give, according
to financial advisors: not enough money for
heirs (41% said this was important)
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Disconnect between advisors and high-networth givers:
#1 reason for hesitation to give, according
to financial advisors: not enough money for
heirs (41% said this was important)
Just 4% of high-net-worth individuals said
this was a factor in their hesitation

U.S. Trust Survey - HNW Philanthropy

#1 reason high-net-worth individuals were
hesitant to give:
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#1 reason high-net-worth individuals were
hesitant to give:

Belief that the gifts won’t be used wisely

Belief and Confidence Matter
Motivation for the Book

Belief and Confidence Matter
Key Findings
• Largest/most satisfying gifts usually
self-solicited
• Many types of belief and confidence
are required

Belief in Philanthropy
“Other than supporting family, philanthropy
is the most significant, the most beautiful
thing we can do with our resources,” says
Robert Hurst. “We are privileged to have
what we have, and it is such a blessing, but
it also carries an obligation, and we feel
that profoundly.”

Confidence in Personal
Circumstances
• Financial
• Business
• Family
• Health
• Privacy

Time to be Involved
“In 2007, I sold my bank and woke up a
different person,” says Adrienne Arsht. “My
giving at major levels really started then. I
had the money to give and the time to focus
on where to give. Philanthropy for me is not
about just distributing money. I don’t give
without involvement.”

Belief in Mission
“The festival is a truly special place. Kay
and I have long believed in it, especially the
incredible students whose energy keeps
classical music vital. We’re just so grateful
that we’re able to do this.”
Matthew Bucksbaum, who with Kay gave $25
million, the largest gift in the Aspen Music Festival
and School’s history (the previous largest gift was
$4 million)

Confidence in Leaders
“Nines hire tens, whereas fives hire fours,”
says Charles Wall. “Excellent CEOs are not
afraid of having strong people in the
organization. Smart philanthropic investors
look for quality throughout an organization.”

Confidence in Vision
“Almost all nonprofit organizations are run
by well-meaning people,” says Jessica
Fullerton. “But we like to see that extra
something that shows they can accomplish
what they want to do: high energy, vision,
and great courage.” “We are drawn to highcaliber leaders whose work is clearly a
major part of their identity,” adds John
Fullerton.

Confidence in Potential
“He was a tiger,” said the $25 million donor
of the president. The largest gift in the
organization’s history had been $4 million,
but the president believed the organization,
given its ambition and potential, should test
a $75 million campaign, a campaign that
would require a $25 million lead gift. Many
attempted to discourage him, but he built
and made the case.

Confidence in Strategy
“In our philanthropy, we look for innovation
that can be tested, replicated, scaled, and,
through scaling, become self-sustaining,”
says Jeanette Lerman-Neubauer. “We
prefer partners whose strategic vision is
aligned with our philanthropic objectives
and whose leaders are committed to data
analysis that measures progress against a
specific plan.”

Confidence in Financial Planning
and Management
“We involve our grandchildren in giving,”
says Nancy Meinig. “We encourage them to
begin with mission, then learn about
leadership and vision, then do as much
research as possible into finances. Without
sound financial planning and management,
and without confidence in how gifts will be
used, a lot of money can be wasted that
otherwise could be put to very good use.”

Belief and Confidence
Philanthropist to Philanthropist—How to
Build Belief and Confidence:
• Find your Passion
• Find your Partner
• Get Involved

Partners: Philanthropist to
Philanthropist
“Give to your passion, or you will likely be
disappointed in the outcome,” says Tim Gill.
“Become an expert in your field of interest
so you know what you want,” he adds.
“Give in a way that’s unique—don’t just give
the same way everyone else does. You can
be creative in ways that others can’t.”

Partners: Philanthropist to
Philanthropist
“Find a partner who ascribes to your vision
and values, who brings the most innovative
ideas to the discussion, and who can carry
it through,” says Jeanette LermanNeubauer. “The right leader wants the right
donor partner, and vice versa. Then
measure, or you won’t know if you’ve
arrived.”

Philanthropist to Philanthropist
“Once you know what you want to do, don’t
just say ‘yes’ to the first person who knocks
on your door,” says Leonard Lauder.
“Think, think, think. Ask yourself, ‘Are they
looking to solve a great problem or to keep
themselves employed? Will they help you
change people’s lives, or will you just be
one of many keeping the organization or
the development department alive? Will the
organization survive without you?’ It’s hard
to know all the right questions, but start by
asking yourself these…
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Philanthropist to Philanthropist
…and many more questions will follow.
Eventually, you’ll find the answers that give
you the confidence you’ve found the right
organizations and the right leaders—the
right partners to help you get done what
you most want to do.”

Partners: Philanthropist to
Philanthropist
“There are many worthy causes, and wellconstructed messages can produce an
immediate and powerful emotional
response,” says Jim Crown. “But
sometimes a little logic takes you from a
fast-beating heart to a conclusion that ‘this
won’t work.’ It’s tempting to follow a
charismatic person, or to follow someone
else who puts a lot of their own money into
a project. Take time for critical review of the
strategy, lest you make a gift that doesn’t
work and that you’ll later regret.”
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Ask Donors about THEIR Priorities
“Most fundraisers don’t think to ask
prospective donors about their ideas, or
about what they are trying to accomplish
with their philanthropy,” says Ann Ziff.
“They miss an opportunity to gain
potentially valuable input and information.
Taking the time to learn about donor
objectives allows for true dialogue and a
more robust conversation. When
organization and donor vision can be
brought into alignment, some truly exciting
things happen.”
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What Are Donors Telling Us?
• They have thought about their
philanthropy
• Impact matters more than prior affiliation
• Our timelines are not necessarily theirs
• The “What” “When” and “How” Matter
but will not be the “Why” or attract the
“Who”

What Are Donors Telling Us?
• Belief and confidence matter
• They’re willing to learn if we’re willing to
listen: are we open to partnership?

